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fine quality model (and if a museum model is not
of fine Quality it is useless)
There is a type of museum exhibit which is not a
proper museum piece at all but a didactic display
or demonstration One way of using such
matenal is to explain an adjacent museum piece
This is really an extension of the label The other
way of using such demonstration pieces is to
ariange a series of them as a complete lesson m
some subject This has been done quite admir
ably in some museums but it can be best done in a
lecture theatre with a lecturer who can answer
questions Unless a museum is built specially as
a teaching tool this land of thing should be
planned to put the museum pieces proper into
context
Inevitably museum pieces will mean different
things to different people A piece of eighteenth
century apparatus—a Herschel telescope perhaps
—will be an optical instrument to some a personal
rehc of a great man to others a symbol of astro
nomical discovery a piece of elegant furniture or
in interesting example of a mechanical handling
device to others again It is all those things and
its presentation and labelling should at least not
obscure any of its qualities Museum objects
sometimes reveal fresh Qualities when modern
developments male the ideas behind them appear
prophetic Exactly this has happened to Bab
bases calculating machines m the Science
Museum now seen as the intellectual forerunners
of the electronic computer
\ recurring anxiety of the museum man in the
~c entific field is how up to date can we be?
A small specialised museum should try to keep
pace with developments in its field even though
this may involve discarding material which
eventually proves to have been of ephemeral
interest The public will expect this of the
museum But for an establishment of the size of
the Science Museum this is simply impossible It
must be highly selective m its choice of topicah
ties not only hi trying to judge their long term
significance but equally in Budging then: essential
suitability for museum treatment As an
example organ transplant operations though
highly topical recently simply do not lend them
selves to museum display
What Should the Public Think?
This is the question the museum man should
not ask The museum should present facts If
ft cannot avoid opinions then alternative theories
must be aired The museum should not try to
impose an itinerary on its visitors or do anything
to make a visit less happy for those who come to
browse to make their own discoveries to watch
the children or admire the architecture The
public must feel at home and welcome
The museum authorities should make sure
that the discoveries are there to be made They
should open is many inviting paths of mvestiga
tion as possible The paths should be there and
maps should be on sale Tie evidence should be
on display If any attempt is made to go beyond
this the public will cease to enjoy the museum
Science Museums and the Others
Art museums are full of obviously beautiful
things Historical museums are often enlivened
by reconstructed period rooms bright costumes
and amusing bygones Museums of science and
technology are less well endowed superficially in
these respects Therefore their display techniques
need to be very advanced Generally the objects
loot best by being well lit and austerely presented
but the rooms or galleries reauire very careful
treatment to give the impression of an agreeable
place to be in with a little curiosity about what is
round the corner but no sense of being hurriedly
drawn on It is better for the visitor to come
again, than to feel he has to see It all. In the
Science Museum there is no chance that he will
ever see It all—it would be a full time job for two
years
The staff of a scientific museum should hope that
their visitors visit other museums as well. Prom
textile machinery to woven fabrics is a natural
enough progression as from chemistry to cera
 mics The arts cannot be properly understood
without the sciences and every artist or craftsman
is a technologist too The visitor who looks at
Victorian furniture in one museum and at a
Victorian locomotive in another may well decide
that the locomotive is the more artistic
Ultimately all museums which are not solely
devoted to natural history are museums of human
ideas As such they have similarities greater
than their differences
gramophone recoeds past and
present
Preamble
JTor countless centuries man his sought to
make permanent records of his emouons and of the
events that have encompassed hftn By way of
the graphic and tactile arts at first crade and
sketchy but later touching the heights of master
piece and by way of the critical achievement of
learning to write man lias evolved means of com
mumcating not only with his contemporaries but
with future generations also With time the
earlier technologies of painting oils and printing
m\a of engraving and casting led to the more
modern one of photography the still and the
movies All these developments over aeons
of time had one feature m common they were
silent Even the sheet of music was in some
respects no more than the transcript of a speech a
set of instructions for the musician to produce his
own version of the composer s first performance
as best he could
Not surprising then that during the latter half
of the nineteenth century many inventors sought
to make permanent records of actual sounds—
speech as uttered music as performed and songs
sung Jhe concept was essentially the making of a
sound record which, could be caused to re
produce the original sound
Acoustic Recording
The first fifty years or thereabouts of such
recording was the era of acoustic recording
The name not a very happy one refers to the use
of a direct mechanical linkage between a receptor
for the incident sound—invariably a horn ter
minating m a diaphragm the latter performing
the same function, as the ear drum in that it
vibrates in sympathy with the sound pressure
vibrations—and a email pointed or chisel ended
tool the purpose of which is to cut or to Indent the
surface of the recording medium The process of
converting a quantity of one kind in this case an
alternating acoustic pressure into another hi
this case a mechanical vibration is termed trans
ductlon In the ideal transducer the changes
and variations m its output (the mechanical
vibration) are exactly in unison with the changes
and variations of its input (the pressure
alternation)
Mary Had a Little Iamb the Phonograph.
All acoustic recording machines made use of
such, an acoustic mechanical transducer in one
form or another Of these precursors of the
modern gramophone the earliest which was m
any sense commercially viable was that developed
in the U SJu by Edison in 1877-8 arising from
an earlier experimental apparatus of his into
which, he had spoken and reproduced a nursery
rhyme
Edison s machine was the Phonograph in
which the cutting tool a ball tipped stylus, bore
on to a wax cylinder The cylinder was rotated
(by hand originally later by a clockwork mechan
ism) and the stylus vibrated hi an up and down
direction so as to indent the wax Because the
wax. surface was in motion It was indented more
or less deeply by the stylus to give an undulating
track This mode of recording named technic
ally vertical displacement recording is often
referred to more evocatively as hill and dale
recording To produce the sound which initiated
the indentations it was necessary to reverse the
function of the transducer This was done by
setting the stylus back to the commencement of
the track it had made and by rotating the

